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Process

 Proposed street names will be presented by category

 Each committee member will review the naming criteria questions per 
city code

 If committee member feels the street name meets all criteria and does 
not find it offensive, they will raise the GREEN circle

 If committee member feels the street name meets some of the criteria 
and does not find it offensive, they will raise the YELLOW circle

 If committee member feels the street name does not meet all criteria 
and/or finds it offensive, they will raise the RED circle

 Names will be tallied by staff and summarized



Sec. 38-333. -
Naming criteria

 The following questions should be considered for determining naming 
significance:

 (1)Will the name have historical, cultural and social significance for 
generations to come?

 (2)Will the name engender a strong and positive image?

 (3)Will the name memorialize or commemorate people, places or events 
that are of enduring importance to the community or the nation?

 (4)Will the name engender significant ties of friendship and mutual 
recognition and support within the community or with those outside of 
the community?

 (5)Will the name be identified with some major achievement or the 
advancement of the public good within the community or the nation?

 (6)Will the name be particularly suitable for the facility based on the 
location history of the facility or the surrounding neighborhood?

 (7)Will the name have symbolic value that transcends its ordinary 
meaning or use and enhance the character and identity of the facility?

 (8)Will the naming request that accompanies a financial gift result in the 
undue commercialization of the facility?

 + Is it offensive?

 + Duplicate of another street



 The following questions should be considered for determining naming significance:

 (1)Will the name have historical, cultural and social significance for generations to 
come?

 (2)Will the name engender a strong and positive image?

 (3)Will the name memorialize or commemorate people, places or events that are 
of enduring importance to the community or the nation?

 (4)Will the name engender significant ties of friendship and mutual recognition 
and support within the community or with those outside of the community?

 (5)Will the name be identified with some major achievement or the advancement 
of the public good within the community or the nation?

 (6)Will the name be particularly suitable for the facility based on the 
location history of the facility or the surrounding neighborhood?

 (7)Will the name have symbolic value that transcends its ordinary meaning or use 
and enhance the character and identity of the facility?

 (8)Will the naming request that accompanies a financial gift result in the undue 
commercialization of the facility?

 + Is it offensive?

 + Duplicate of another street

Naming criteria – Historical
Removed because of duplicates

Adkins Way

Boots Montague Drive

Dorman-Lopez Drive

Fergus Kyle Parkway

LBJ Drive

Lex Word

Lyndon Baines Johnson Drive

Parke Road.

Tonkawa



 The following questions should be considered for determining naming significance:

 (1)Will the name have historical, cultural and social significance for generations to 
come?

 (2)Will the name engender a strong and positive image?

 (3)Will the name memorialize or commemorate people, places or events that are 
of enduring importance to the community or the nation?

 (4)Will the name engender significant ties of friendship and mutual recognition 
and support within the community or with those outside of the community?

 (5)Will the name be identified with some major achievement or the advancement 
of the public good within the community or the nation?

 (6)Will the name be particularly suitable for the facility based on the 
location history of the facility or the surrounding neighborhood?

 (7)Will the name have symbolic value that transcends its ordinary meaning or use 
and enhance the character and identity of the facility?

 (8)Will the naming request that accompanies a financial gift result in the undue 
commercialization of the facility?

 + Is it offensive?

 + Duplicate of another street

Naming criteria – Historical
Removed by committee

Admiral Chester Nimitz

America Ln

Armed Forces Drive

Bob Barton Drive

Bob Shelton Drive

Bob Shelton Drive

Cashell Dr.

Cesar Estrada Chavez

Doris Miller Drive

Katherine Anne Porter

Martin Dr.

Mary K. Hartson

McComb's

Moe Johnson drive

Roach Dr.

Sonny Drive



 The following questions should be considered for determining naming significance:

 (1)Will the name have historical, cultural and social significance for generations to 
come?

 (2)Will the name engender a strong and positive image?

 (3)Will the name memorialize or commemorate people, places or events that are 
of enduring importance to the community or the nation?

 (4)Will the name engender significant ties of friendship and mutual recognition 
and support within the community or with those outside of the community?

 (5)Will the name be identified with some major achievement or the advancement 
of the public good within the community or the nation?

 (6)Will the name be particularly suitable for the facility based on the 
location history of the facility or the surrounding neighborhood?

 (7)Will the name have symbolic value that transcends its ordinary meaning or use 
and enhance the character and identity of the facility?

 (8)Will the naming request that accompanies a financial gift result in the undue 
commercialization of the facility?

 + Is it offensive?

 + Duplicate of another street

Naming criteria – Historical
Going forward

Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd

Silvestre S. Herrera Drive

White Drive



 The following questions should be considered for determining naming significance:

 (1)Will the name have historical, cultural and social significance for generations to come?

 (2)Will the name engender a strong and positive image?

 (3)Will the name memorialize or commemorate people, places or events that are of 
enduring importance to the community or the nation?

 (4)Will the name engender significant ties of friendship and mutual recognition and support within the 
community or with those outside of the community?

 (5)Will the name be identified with some major achievement or the advancement of the public good 
within the community or the nation?

 (6)Will the name be particularly suitable for the facility based on the location history of the facility or 
the surrounding neighborhood?

 (7)Will the name have symbolic value that transcends its ordinary meaning or use and enhance the 
character and identity of the facility?

 (8)Will the naming request that accompanies a financial gift result in the undue commercialization of 
the facility?

 + Is it offensive?

 + Duplicate of another street

Clarke Drive

Patriot Drive

Naming criteria – Social
Removed because of duplicates



 The following questions should be considered for determining naming significance:

 (1)Will the name have historical, cultural and social significance for generations to come?

 (2)Will the name engender a strong and positive image?

 (3)Will the name memorialize or commemorate people, places or events that are of 
enduring importance to the community or the nation?

 (4)Will the name engender significant ties of friendship and mutual recognition and support within the 
community or with those outside of the community?

 (5)Will the name be identified with some major achievement or the advancement of the public good 
within the community or the nation?

 (6)Will the name be particularly suitable for the facility based on the location history of the facility or 
the surrounding neighborhood?

 (7)Will the name have symbolic value that transcends its ordinary meaning or use and enhance the 
character and identity of the facility?

 (8)Will the naming request that accompanies a financial gift result in the undue commercialization of 
the facility?

 + Is it offensive?

 + Duplicate of another street

Driftwood Drive

Freedom Drive

Resilience Drive

Naming criteria – Social
Going Forward



Naming criteria - familial 

significance to the area

Removed by committee
 The following questions should be considered for determining naming significance:

 (1)Will the name have historical, cultural and social significance for generations to come?

 (2)Will the name engender a strong and positive image?

 (3)Will the name memorialize or commemorate people, places or events that are of 
enduring importance to the community or the nation?

 (4)Will the name engender significant ties of friendship and mutual recognition and support within the 
community or with those outside of the community?

 (5)Will the name be identified with some major achievement or the advancement of the public good 
within the community or the nation?

 (6)Will the name be particularly suitable for the facility based on the location history of the facility or 
the surrounding neighborhood?

 (7)Will the name have symbolic value that transcends its ordinary meaning or use and enhance the 
character and identity of the facility?

 (8)Will the naming request that accompanies a financial gift result in the undue commercialization of 
the facility?

 + Is it offensive?

 + Duplicate of another street

150 and ONE-FIFTY



Naming criteria –

geographical
Removed by committee
 The following questions should be considered for determining naming significance:

 (1)Will the name have historical, cultural and social significance for generations to come?

 (2)Will the name engender a strong and positive image?

 (3)Will the name memorialize or commemorate people, places or events that are of 
enduring importance to the community or the nation?

 (4)Will the name engender significant ties of friendship and mutual recognition and support within the 
community or with those outside of the community?

 (5)Will the name be identified with some major achievement or the advancement of the public good 
within the community or the nation?

 (6)Will the name be particularly suitable for the facility based on the location history of the facility or 
the surrounding neighborhood?

 (7)Will the name have symbolic value that transcends its ordinary meaning or use and enhance the 
character and identity of the facility?

 (8)Will the naming request that accompanies a financial gift result in the undue commercialization of 
the facility?

 + Is it offensive?

 + Duplicate of another street

Frontier Dr 



Naming criteria –
natural
Removed by committee
 The following questions should be considered for determining naming significance:

 (1)Will the name have historical, cultural and social significance for generations to come?

 (2)Will the name engender a strong and positive image?

 (3)Will the name memorialize or commemorate people, places or events that are of 
enduring importance to the community or the nation?

 (4)Will the name engender significant ties of friendship and mutual recognition and support within the 
community or with those outside of the community?

 (5)Will the name be identified with some major achievement or the advancement of the public good 
within the community or the nation?

 (6)Will the name be particularly suitable for the facility based on the location history of the facility or 
the surrounding neighborhood?

 (7)Will the name have symbolic value that transcends its ordinary meaning or use and enhance the 
character and identity of the facility?

 (8)Will the naming request that accompanies a financial gift result in the undue commercialization of 
the facility?

 + Is it offensive?

 + Duplicate of another street

Three Point Fourteen Av.

Unity Lane



Naming criteria - cultural

 The following questions should be considered for determining naming significance:

 (1)Will the name have historical, cultural and social significance for generations to come?

 (2)Will the name engender a strong and positive image?

 (3)Will the name memorialize or commemorate people, places or events that are of 
enduring importance to the community or the nation?

 (4)Will the name engender significant ties of friendship and mutual recognition and support 
within the community or with those outside of the community?

 (5)Will the name be identified with some major achievement or the advancement of the 
public good within the community or the nation?

 (6)Will the name be particularly suitable for the facility based on the location history of the 
facility or the surrounding neighborhood?

 (7)Will the name have symbolic value that transcends its ordinary meaning or use and 
enhance the character and identity of the facility?

 (8)Will the naming request that accompanies a financial gift result in the undue 
commercialization of the facility?

 + Is it offensive?

 + Duplicate of another street

All covered in previous 

categories


